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FK06 DialSet Pressure Regulating Filter Combination

FK06 DialSet Pressure Regulating Combination

Offer your customers protection from water pressure and sediment issues.

Turn fluctuating supply pressure into safe, even pressure — all while filtering the water — with the FK06
DialSet Pressure Regulating Valve and Filter Combination. It maintains constant outlet pressure and
ensures a continuous supply of filtered water throughout the home. Plus, installation is easy because
the built-in adjustment dial eliminates the need for a gauge. The only whole home PRV/sediment filter
combination available, it’s a true timesaver for you and delivers true performance for your customers.
Application Flexibility
Outlet pressure adjustment ranges are suitable for
household, light commercial, industrial, and turfand-irrigation applications.

Protects Home Equipment
Maintains constant pressure to prevent damage to
pipes and appliances.
Continuous Filtering
The 50-micron screen ensures a continuous supply
of filtered water, helping to reduce sediment buildup
and improve water purity.
Easy Installation
The internal and external threading works for both
single-union and double-union configurations, and
the built-in adjustment dial eliminates the need for a
gauge when setting the static pressure.
Built To Last
The non-corroding unitized cartridge contains all of
the working parts and is easily replaceable.

$

Recurring Revenue
Customers will come back for replacement filters
and cartridges.
No Gauge Needed
The DialSet offers a built-in adjustment dial that
eliminates the need for a gauge when adjusting the
static pressure setting, simplifying installation and
saving you time.

MODEL #

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

FK06-101-DUS-LF

Filter Combination 3/4” SWEAT LF

FK06-101-DUT-LF

Filter Combination 3/4” NPT LF

FK06-102-DUS-LF

Filter Combination 1” SWEAT LF

FK06-102-DUT-LF

Filter Combination 1” NPT LF

FK06-103-DUS-LF

Filter Combination 1-1/4” SWEAT LF

FK06-103-DUT-LF

Filter Combination 1-1/4” NPT LF

0903127

3/4” O-ring-set for carrier body (pack of 10)

0903128

1” and 1-1/4” O-ring-set for carrier body (pack of 10)

0901246

3/4” O-ring-set for filter bowl (pack of 10)

0901499

1” and 1-1/4” O-ring-set for filter bowl (pack of 10)

AS06-1/2C

3/4” Replacement filter insert 50 micron

AS06-1C

1” and 1-1/4” Replacement filter insert 50 micron

KF06-1/2AZ

3/4” Clear filter bowl complete with filter and carrier body

KF06-1AZ

1” and 1-1/4” Clear filter bowl complete with filter and carrier body

D06FA-1/2

3/4” Valve cartridge complete (without filter insert)

D06FA-1B

1” and 1-1/4” Valve cartridge complete (without filter insert)

ZR06F

Double ring wrench for removing filter bowl
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